2011 Update to the New Mexico Capitol Buildings Master Plan (CBMP)

Since 1998, ARC has served as staff to the Capitol Buildings Planning Commission (CBPC), an interim committee of the New Mexico Legislature. The CBPC was created in 1997 to study and plan for the long-range facility needs of state government in the metropolitan areas of Santa Fe, Albuquerque and Las Cruces, and to develop a statewide inventory of state-owned and occupied facilities.

The Capitol Buildings Master Plan is comprehensive. It includes a variety of components that guide the master planning effort, including long-range master planning principles that guide all planning decisions; facility space standards for planning and design of new facilities; a comprehensive inventory of state-owned, leased and provided facilities; and individual area plans for each metropolitan area.

In June 2011, ARC completed updates to the CBMP that included recompiled master planning principles; updates to all area plans; an update of the statewide inventory; and for new commissioners, an overview/primer of the CBPC’s accomplishments since 1998.

The updates reflect changes and additional planning efforts since the adoption of the original CBMP in 2000. They provide both documentation of existing conditions and implementation strategy recommendations for each area plan.

**Schedule:** Ongoing from 1998 to 2011. Update completed in June 2011.

**Client:** State of New Mexico Capitol Buildings Planning Commission